Microbial parasites versus developing T cells: an evolutionary 'arms race' with implications for the timing of thymic involution and HIV pathogenesis.
The thymus attempts to ensure that T cells which emerge from it are able to discriminate self from nonself. As such, it is a potential 'backdoor' through which microbial parasites can enter, manipulate the host into perceiving them as 'self', and thereby avoid immune surveillance. It is proposed that the host has evolved to overcome this parasitic strategy by rapidly producing large numbers of long-lived T cells very early in life (closing the backdoor), before the developing individual has significant contact with infectious organisms, and while still under the protection of its mother's intact immune system. Hence the capacity of the thymus to function efficiently early in the lifespan would have been strongly favored by natural selection. It is well established in evolutionary biology that strong selection favoring enhanced early function easily accommodates, through pleiotropy, the accumulation of later occurring negative effects, and it is through this process that thymic involution and subsequent immune system senescence may have evolved. Once a large pool of competent T cells has been produced, even those microbes capable of contaminating the thymus usually can be eliminated, or at least contained. However, microbes that both destroy peripheral T cells (particularly peripheral T cells that are activated against them), and contaminate the thymus (leading to deletion of potential replacements of the destroyed peripheral cells), may be able to eventually overcome the immune system, thus producing disease after a long period of apparent latency. Human immunodeficiency virus, which is initially well controlled by the immune system, may become unleashed via this process.